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ABSTRACT
Analyzing malware based on API call sequence is an effective ap-
proach as the sequence reflects the dynamic execution behavior of
malware. Recent advancements in deep learning have led to the
application of these techniques for mining useful information from
API call sequences. However, these methods mainly operate on raw
sequences and may not effectively capture important information
especially for multi-process malware, mainly due to the API call
interleaving problem.

Motivated by that, this paper presents API2Vec, a graph based
API embedding method for malware detection. First, we build a
graph model to represent the raw sequence. In particular, we design
the temporal process graph (TPG) to model inter-process behavior
and temporal API graph (TAG) to model intra-process behavior.
With such graphs, we design a heuristic random walk algorithm
to generate a number of paths that can capture the fine-grained
malware behavior. By pre-training the paths using the Doc2Vec
model, we are able to generate the embeddings of paths and APIs,
which can further be used for malware detection. The experiments
on a real malware dataset demonstrate that API2Vec outperforms
the state-of-the-art embedding methods and detection methods for
both accuracy and robustness, especially for multi-process malware.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Malware and its mitigation; Soft-
ware security engineering.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Malware refer to software that exhibit malicious activities, such
as, stealing private information, accessing unauthorized files, and
launching attacks [10, 14, 52, 54, 56, 62, 72]. The threats caused
by malware have been increasingly dramatically over the years.
According to McAfee, there were up to 688 malware threats per
minute observed in the first quarter of 2021 [64].

Because of that, malware detection methods are widely deployed
to protect the computing devices [47, 54]. Existing methods are
mainly classified into two types, i.e., signature-based and behavior-
based methods [12, 23, 65]. Signature-based methods usually build
a malware signature database by extracting a specific signature pat-
tern (e.g., hash) from known malware [6, 69]. Later, when detecting
an unknown software, it would extract its signature following the
same method, and match it against the database. Therefore, this
method is able to quickly detect known malware with a relatively
low false positive rate. However, it is less effective in detecting pre-
viously unknown threats, i.e., malware variants or new malware,
whose signature may vary a bit [18], thereby suffering high false
negatives [12, 51, 73]. Behavior-based detection methods actually
run the malware in an isolated environment [48] and extract use-
ful runtime behaviors, such as communication packets [16], API
calls [38, 51, 57], and system calls [39, 42, 55]. As a malware would
eventually perform some malicious activities, such as, communi-
cating with the controller, downloading additional malware, and
accessing privileged files, such behaviors would be able to distin-
guish malware from goodware. Following that, existing methods
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Figure 1: A multi-process malware and its arbitrary API call sequences. a) shows its execution logic. b) shows two sequences of
the same malware yet traced at different epochs. c) depicts our graph model, which is robust against various sequences.

usually apply machine learning (ML) methods or deep learning
(DL) methods to perform malware detection [27, 68].

1.1 Motivation
API call sequence is one common way to reflect the run-time behav-
ior of a program and has been widely applied in existing malware
detectionmethods [21, 24, 68, 77]. In particular, Gibert et al. [29] and
Fan et al. [26] extract features from API call sequences, and apply
MLmethods (e.g., random forest and gradient boosting) for malware
detection. Tran et al. [67] regard the API call sequences as corpus
and build a malware detection model with natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) techniques (e.g., n-gram and term frequency-inverse
document frequency). Further, various DL-based methods (e.g., con-
volutional neural network and long short-term memory) have been
applied to the API call sequences for malware detection [74, 77].

However, it is observed that modern malware often utilizes multi-
process mechanisms. In a real-world malware dataset containing
14,657 samples from VirusTotal [66], over 60% of them use multi-
ple processes, with some even launching up to 69 processes. The
use of multi-process has several purposes, such as improving effi-
ciency or evading detection [61]. Whatever, malware can distribute
its behaviors, thus the corresponding API calls, to different pro-
cesses [13, 22, 28, 34]. Thus, API calls from different processes can
interleave with others due to designated execution logic and CPU
scheduling, resulting in an API call sequence with arbitrary or-
ders [25, 35], which we name as API interleaving problem. This
makes the existing malware detection methods that directly apply
techniques to learn features from raw sequences inaccurate, as
the raw sequences can be obfuscated by the multi-process mecha-
nism [28]. Therefore, learning on raw API call sequences directly
is a significant limitation.

Figure 1 presents an example of a multi-process malware, where
a) shows the execution logic of one multi-process malware. Specif-
ically, the main process 𝐴 forks two child processes 𝐵 and 𝐶 that
perform different tasks. 𝐵 is responsible for downloading an ex-
ecutable remotely, which is launched by 𝐴 later, while 𝐶 aims to
inject code into another process. Logically, 𝐴 depends on 𝐵 since it
requires the executable of 𝐵. 𝐶 is independent and thus executes
concurrently with 𝐴 or 𝐵. As a result, the API call sequence traced
by the sandbox is with arbitrary orders. Also, due to the scheduling

of 𝐶 , two sequences traced at different time may vary, as shown
in b). Thus, the execution logic is hidden (obfuscated) due to the
interleaved API calls and hard to be revealed with existing methods.

1.2 Our Method
We design API2Vec, a graph based API embedding method for
malware detection. The main idea is to first use graph modeling to
uncover the obfuscated behaviors before implementing detection
techniques. More specifically, given the sequence of API calls, we
first group the calls based on the processes who initiated them. Then,
we build a temporal process graph (TPG) for the whole sequence,
where a node denotes a process and an edge denotes the parent-
child or child-child relationship. Further, for the APIs inside one
process, a temporal API graph (TAG) is built, where a node denotes
an API and an edge denotes the happen-before relationship, as
shown in Fig. 1(c). Such a representation is able to capture the
behaviors of each process and also crossing multiple processes.

With such graphs, we design a heuristic random walk algorithm
to mine a number of representative paths. It will traverse the whole
TPG and TAGs following 9 behavior and coverage-oriented rules,
with the aim to capture more fine-grained malware behavior. By
walking inside a TAG, a path is able to accurately capture the intra-
process behavior following the execution logic of a single process.
Meanwhile, by walking inside the TPG (i.e., across TAGs), the inter-
process behavior can also be revealed.

With a corpus of generated paths, we employ Doc2Vec [44] to
vectorize the paths. The main advantage of Doc2Vec over com-
monly used Word2Vec is that it encodes the path (i.e. a set of API
calls) as well as a single API at the same time, so that the semantic
relationships between different APIs and paths are learned. Since
the sequence here is represented by a set of paths, Doc2Vec is natu-
rally suitable for malware analysis. Once the API embedding and
paths are available, the ML or DL based methods can be used to
perform malware detection.

On a dataset with 14,657 Windows PE malware and 14,113 good-
ware, where 9,210 and 4,363 are multi-process, respectively, a simple
𝑘-NN model with API2Vec achieves 3.47% and 4.78% improvement
for 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 and 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 over Node2Vec, respectively. Not limited,
it achieves better performance when the number of processes in-
creases. This clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of API2Vec. In
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Figure 2: Overview of API2Vec. For the sequence in Fig. 1, one TPG and three TAGs are generated with Graph Model. Then,
with Path Generator on graphs, several paths are generated. These paths are then feed into API Embedding module to generate
embedding for each path. Finally, the ML models learn on these embeddings for malware detection.

addition, API2Vec is shown to be more robust to both adversarial
attacks and concept drift challenges compared with other works.

To summarize, this paper makes three major contributions.

• Graph-based API sequence representation.We design tem-
poral process graph and temporal API graph to accurately model
the intra-process and inter-process behavior (§4).

• Behavior and coverage-oriented heuristic random walk.
We devise a heuristic random walk algorithm inspired by pro-
gram behaviors and path coverage (§5). It is able to extract fine-
grained behavior and mine more inherent relationships between
the nodes from a graph, with fewer paths.

• Extensive evaluation. We have conducted extensive evalua-
tions on a real malware dataset (§7) The results have shown
the effectiveness of API2Vec against multi-process malware, and
robustness to concept drift and adversarial attacks..

2 THREAT MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
In this paper, we mainly focus on the detection of Portable Ex-
ecutable (PE) malware in Windows, which widely affects a large
amount of users [7]. The studied malware types include downloader,
grayware, worm, backdoor, virus, and rogueware, as will be shown
in evaluation (Section 7). We believe our method is generic and
can be easily extended to other types, especially for multi-process
malware.

We use Cuckoo, a popular sandbox to record the runtime activity
of a program, to trace API call sequence of malware [1]. We assume
that the sandbox could successfully trace the API calls involved
in malicious behaviors, which is a standard threat model for dy-
namic malware analysis [40, 41, 43]. We assume a malware can
run smoothly without being blocked or disturbed by the operating
system or other protection software in the sandbox. Meanwhile,
each malware runs for two minutes, which is sufficient to enable
malicious behaviors observed in recent studies [43].

3 PROPOSED APPROACH
3.1 Approach Overview
As stated before, both intra- and inter-process behaviors are not
clearly exposed in the raw sequence due to the API interleaving
problem. To address this challenge, we first design a graph model to
distinguish the operations within processes meanwhile characteriz-
ing interactions between processes. Then, we design an algorithm
to capture the intra- and inter-process behaviors. In particular, our
proposed API2Vec includes four main components (Fig. 2).

1) Graph model aims to accurately characterize behaviors of
each process and behaviors crossing multiple processes. Specifi-
cally, it represents raw API sequence with a directed multi-graph,
consisting of a TPG and multiple TAGs. TPG models inter-process
behavior, where the node denotes a process and the edge denotes
the parent-child or child-child relationship between nodes. TAG is
corresponded to one process and models the intra-process behavior.
Its node denotes an API and the edge denotes the happen-before
relationship between APIs.

2) Path generator generates paths on top of graphs, each of
which represents fine-grained program behavior with a set of con-
secutive API calls. One straightforward method is to traverse the
graphs, but this would lead to path explosion problem due to the
generally large , leading to massive paths. Therefore, Path Genera-
tor employs random walk to address the path explosion problem.
The random walk on a TAG mines behavior inside a single process,
e.g., Path 1 in Fig. 2,

3) API embedding utilizes a neural network model to learn
representations of paths and APIs from a large corpus of paths,
so that the paths and APIs are expressed by vectors of numerical
representations. As the path generator has represented raw API
sequence as multiple paths, we then apply the idea of Doc2Vec
[44] from natural language processing to learn the embedding of
each path. Doc2Vec here not only vectorizes the APIs but also the
paths, unlike the widely used Word2Vec model that only vectorizes
APIs. Therefore, Doc2Vec fits better to our purpose. By employing
Doc2Vec on a large corpus of paths, both the paths and APIs are
represented by 64-dimensional embeddings, where semantically
similar paths (or APIs) will be placed closer.

4)Malware detector takes the embeddings of API call sequences
as inputs and builds a ML model for malware detection. Specifically,
given a set of API call sequences, they will be converted to a corpus
of embedding following the previous three components. During the
training process, we further divide the training data into training
and validation to search the optimal parameters for ML models,
e.g., 𝑘 of 𝑘-nearest neighbors (𝑘-NN). During the inference process,
an API call sequence will be processed by the four components and
eventually classified as malware or goodware.

3.2 Case Study
We present a case study to compare API2Vec with raw sequences
and demonstrate how API2Vec captures the intra- and inter-process
behaviors. We believe this is the key to improve the performance
of detecting malware, especially for multi-process malware.
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Figure 3: Operation on raw sequences.

3.2.1 Raw Sequence. For the API sequence example in Fig. 1a), if
the sequence is separately used, then the intra-process behavior
will be learnt easily. However, the inter-process behavior will not be
captured since the API call groups are separated. We then examine
the performance of two types of methods that operate directly on
the raw sequence, as shown in Fig. 3a) (i.e., the left sequence in Fig.
1b)). The first type of methods learn directly on the entire sequence
each time, e.g., long short-term memory (LSTM) networks. They
have shown good ability mainly due to the capability of learning
long-term dependencies. Unfortunately, on the API call sequences
that are blended themselves, their learning ability would be com-
promised. The other type learns on small pieces of sequence within
a window, e.g., n-gram, convolutional neural network for text (Text-
CNN). For this type, we set the window size to 5 and examine two
sample pieces as shown in Fig. 3b).

Piece 1. For this piece, the model can probably infer that process
𝐴 created two processes, of which process 𝐵 involves url access and
file downloading operations. However, it is difficult for the model to
understand the intention of process 𝐴, which is actually exhibited
by ShellExecuteExA lying out of the window.

Piece 2. For this sample, the model would understand that the
program created a file and then executed it, but has no way of
knowing where the file came from. It is known that downloading
payloads remotely is one common operation of malware, which is
very important for identifying malware.

From these samples, it can be seen that it is difficult to accurately
reveal the program intention from the raw sequences.

3.2.2 API2Vec. As shown in Fig. 4a) (i.e., the graph in Fig. 1c)), it
represents the raw sequence with graphs, i.e., one TPG and several
TAGs. From the graphs, we examine three sample paths.

Path 1, generated by walking in TAG-C as depicted by the green
arrows. It precisely describes the behavior of 𝐶 , i.e., copying data
into a newly allocated memory area, which fits process injection.

Path 2, generated bywalking over TAG-A and TAG-B as depicted
by the red arrows, concatenates API calls from process 𝐴 and 𝐵.
It can more clearly expose the behavior that process 𝐴 creates 𝐵
to download a file remotely and then executes the file, which is
valuable for learning its intention. Note that this behavior is difficult
to be revealed from the raw sequence.

Path 3, generated by walking over TAG-A and TAG-C as de-
scribed by the blue arrows, demonstrates that process𝐶 is launched
by𝐴. Note that process 𝐵 and𝐶 are not in parent-child relationship,
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Figure 4: Operation with API2Vec.

thus, no edge exists between TAG-B and TAG-C in TPG. Conse-
quently, there is no path where 𝐵 and 𝐶 are interleaved with each
other, thereby excluding paths whose behaviors are obfuscated.

From these samples, it can be seen that API2Vec helps reveal the
intra-process behavior (TAG) and inter-process behavior (TPG) of
program more accurately, which is valuable for malware detection.

3.3 Key Challenges
We identify three key challenges in the implementation of API2Vec.

C1: Modelling temporal and frequency information. The
sequence of API calls are not only related logically, but also follows
temporal order, i.e., one API occurs after another. In addition, an
API can be called repeatedly, which will lead to the number of APIs
far fewer than the called times. Therefore, the graph model should
be able to represent both temporal and frequency information.

C2: Traversing on hierarchical and multi-graph. The gen-
erated graph is hierarchical because the relationship between the
processes and APIs is hierarchical, i.e., a process can call multiple
APIs. Further, the graph is a multi-graph because there exists mul-
tiple edges between two APIs as they might be called at different
time. Therefore, one needs to design a graph traversing method
that is able to traverse on both hierarchical and multi-graph.

C3: Behavior-aware path generation. Since we will use the
paths for API embedding, the generated paths need to capture both
the intra- and inter-process behaviors. Therefore, one needs to
design a path generation method following program behavior.

We will detail how we address these challenges as follows.

4 TEMPORAL GRAPHS
We first introduce the concept of logical time, a key attribute in our
graph model. Then, we detail the definition of TAG and TPG.

4.1 Logical Time
An API call sequence shows the temporal execution order of the
APIs called by a program. Thatmeans, if an API𝑎 is ahead of another
API 𝑏 in the sequence, then 𝑎 is called earlier than 𝑏. Note that, this
does not mean 𝑎 calls 𝑏 because the caller-callee relationship can
not be revealed from the API call sequence. As the temporal API call
sequence captures the fine-grained execution behavior, it becomes
rather important for malware analysis.

We use logical time, denoted by𝑇 , to describe the temporal order
of API calls. In particular,𝑇 follows the temporal order of API calls in
the whole sequence. It starts from 0 and is monotonically increasing
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by 1 until the last API call. Thus, each API call is associated with a
logical time to denote its order in the sequence.

4.2 Temporal API Graph
Each TAG is associated with one single process. Let 𝑆 denote the
API call sequence of the process, the associated TAG is formalized
by ⟨𝑉 , 𝐸,𝐴⟩.𝑉 denotes the vertex set, represented by the APIs inside
a process, and each vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 denotes a specific API. 𝐸 denotes
the edge set, where each edge 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 refers to the temporal order
of two vertices. If an API 𝑣𝑑 is executed immediately after 𝑣𝑠 , then
there exists a directed edge 𝑒𝑠𝑑 from 𝑣𝑠 to 𝑣𝑑 . We observe there
might be multiple edges between two APIs happening at different
time. Therefore, we use a multi-graph to represent a TAG, where
there can be multiple edges between two vertices.

Of the edges, we use the logical time as the attribute to differ-
entiate them, where the attribute set is denoted as 𝐴 and logical
time set is denoted as 𝑇 . Specifically, let 𝑒 j

𝑠𝑑
denote the 𝑗-th edge

between two vertices 𝑣𝑠 and 𝑣𝑑 , its attribute is expressed by a pair
of logical time of two vertices, i.e., 𝑎j

𝑠𝑑
= {𝑡 j𝑠 , 𝑡

j
𝑑
}.

The steps of building a TAG are as follows. First, the logical time
is labelled for each API call in the whole sequence, it started from 0
and increases monotonically by 1. Then, the API calls of the same
process are grouped. In each group, the first API will be directly
added into the TAG as a vertex. Afterwards, the next call is checked
whether the associated API is already in the TAG. If not, the API
will be added as a new vertex. Then, an edge is attached from the
previous API to it and assigned with the associated logical time.
This step will execute repeatedly until the sequence traversal is
complete, thereby building the TAG for the process.

4.3 Temporal Process Graph
A temporal process graph (TPG) characterizes the whole API call
sequence of a program. TPG is formalized by ⟨𝑃𝑉 , 𝑃𝐸, 𝑃𝐴⟩. Here,
𝑃𝑉 denotes the vertices of TPG, and each vertex is a TAG, as shown
in Figure 1(c). 𝑃𝐸 refers to the directed edges between TAGs. Here,
there exist two types of edges. First, parent-child edge, which ap-
pears when the associated processes of two TAGs are in a parent-
child relationship, i.e., one process forks another. It can reveal the
process interaction relationship. Second, child-child edge, which
appears when API calls of two non-parent-child processes are adja-
cent to each other. While process interleaving is usually attributed
to CPU scheduling, some child processes may interact with each
other to carry out malicious behavior. This means that causal re-
lationships may exist between these edges, which would be lost if
the edges were removed. Therefore, to uncover these hidden inter-
actions between two processes, we model the child-child edge in
our graph model. Similar to TAG, TPG is also a multi-graph where
there exist multiple edges between two vertices. If an API of 𝑝𝑣𝑠 is
adjacent to another API of 𝑝𝑣𝑑 , then there is an edge 𝑝𝑒𝑠𝑑 from 𝑝𝑣𝑠
to 𝑝𝑣𝑑 . 𝑃𝐴 denotes the attributes of each edge. Similar to TAG, it is
expressed by a pair of the logical time of two TAG vertices, whose
associated API calls are adjacent.

We build the TPG out of the whole API sequence following three
steps. First, we build TAGs and represent each TAG as a vertex in
the TPG. Then, if two TAGs share adjacent API calls, we denote it as
an edge labelled with either parent-child or child-child relationship.

In this way, the topology of TPG is completed. Finally, for any two
API calls that are adjacent in the sequence but across TAGs, an edge
is added between the two TAGs accordingly whose attribute is a
pair of logical time of the two API calls.

4.4 Discussion
The proposed graph representations brings many benefits. 1) The
graph model is robust against various API call sequences from the
same program. Therefore, it can be more accurately characterize the
program behavior. 2) TAG can exclude the unexpectedly interleaved
API calls caused by CPU scheduling since it groups the calls of a
single process. 3) TAG expresses the consecutive API calls that
have repeatedly appeared in the form of rings. This enables a lot of
redundant calls (or behaviors) to be excluded by properly walking
these rings. 4) TPG is able to reveal the inter-process behavior
as it can help to glue APIs across two TAGs that are in a parent-
child relationship. 5) The graph can be traversed directionally rather
than blindly (§5) since the edge attributes denote the happen-before
relationship.

5 HEURISTIC RANDOMWALK
5.1 Basic Idea of Heuristic RandomWalk
5.1.1 Justification of Heuristic Rules. To effectively capture the
essential information, we employ random walk to extract paths (i.e.,
a set of associated APIs) from graphs meanwhile solving the path
explosion problem. The naïve random walk, using algorithms such
as BFS or DFS, is effective for graphs that showcase spatial structure
and are non-hierarchical [20, 31]. However, they perform poorly
on our hierarchical and temporal graphs (§7.5). Thus, we need a
suitable algorithm that can reveal more fine-grained behaviors with
fewer paths by walking on our graphs. To this end, we design 9
heuristic rules to guide the random walk, which fall into three cat-
egories. 1) Affinity-oriented rules. Malware often launch actions
such as self-propagation and process injection, which are repre-
sented in short pieces of associated API calls. This inspires us to
generate paths based on API affinity (2 rules). 2) Behavior-oriented
rules. Our graph model characterizes intra-process behavior with
TAG and inter-process behavior with TPG. Given that a node in
graph has many neighbors and there exist multiple edges between
two nodes, the walk should follow the program execution to reveal
the correct behavior. Hence, we design 5 rules to enable the walk
to follow the chronological and logical order of APIs both inside
a TAG and across TAGs. 3) Coverage-oriented rules. Some APIs
appear frequently in sequences, making the corresponding node
a hub in the graph, which further constrains the walk. We design
2 coverage-oriented rules to overcome this issue for discovering
more paths and exposing diverse behaviors.

5.1.2 Overflow of Heuristic Random Walk. The proposed graph
model is a hierarchical graph, i.e., the node of TPG is TAG, which
itself is also a graph with APIs as nodes. Upon such a graph, the
heuristic random walk first walks over the TPG, selects a node (i.e.,
TAG) and then walks on this TAG. After TAG walking is over, it
then turns to another TAG and continues walking. More specifically,
it traverses the whole graph 𝐼 times (𝐼 = 10 by default to reveal
more behaviors) and generates 𝐼 · 𝑁 paths, where 𝑁 is the total
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number of vertices in TAGs. For each vertex in a TAG, a walker
is forked to generate one path for this round of walking. In each
round, a current walking epoch 𝑡𝑐 is initiated to record the elapsed
time of the current walker. It helps to determine the next vertex
and indicates whether the walker needs to terminate. Meanwhile,
a global path corresponded to the current walker is initiated. Then,
the walker starts walking inside the TAG from 𝑣𝑠 and generates
a path following rules in §5.2, which will be concatenated to the
global path. After one TAG walking is completed, the walker will
find another TAG with TPG walking to continue TAG walking,
as will be detailed in §5.3. Once TPG walking is completed, the
generated global path will be put into to a corpus for embedding.

5.2 RandomWalk inside TAG
The random walk inside TAG aims to mine the behaviors inside
a single process. It starts with the currently visiting vertex 𝑣𝑠 at
the logical time 𝑡𝑐 , repeatedly searches for the next appropriate
vertex and appends it to the path, and stops exploring until some
conditions are met. Finally, it outputs a path. We tend to answer
four research questions upon random walk: 1) which vertex should
be selected as the next vertex (vertex selection), 2) which edge of the
multiple edges between two vertices will be used (edge selection),
3) when is the walk completed (end conditions), 4) how to return
back to the TPG (Return to TPG mechanism).

5.2.1 Vertex Selection. For a currently visiting vertex 𝑣𝑠 , all of its
neighbor vertices are candidates for walking. Vertices that have a
maximum logical time smaller than the current walking epoch 𝑡𝑐
expire and are therefore excluded. Of the remaining vertices, the
selection as the destination vertex follows three heuristic rules.

Rule 1: More edges suggests higher priority (affinity-oriented). A
vertex sharing more edges with 𝑣𝑠 implies that these two vertices
have a strong affinity in performing actions. Therefore, it is more
likely to be selected.

Rule 2: Smaller time span denotes higher priority (behavior-
oriented). Time span denotes the minimum difference between the
logical time of vertex 𝑣𝑖 and the walking epoch 𝑡𝑐 . A smaller value
implies that 𝑣𝑖 will be called soon and more likely to be selected.

Rule 3: More visits suggests lower priority (coverage-oriented).
A vertex that is frequently visited may denote a hub in the graph.
As a result, higher priority will be given to vertices that have been
visited less frequently, in order to improve behavior coverage.

With these rules, for a candidate vertex 𝑣𝑖 , let 𝑓𝑖 denote the
number of edges between 𝑣𝑠 and 𝑣𝑖 , 𝑇𝑆𝑖 denote the time span set
for 𝑣𝑖 and the time span for the 𝑗th edge is calculated by 𝑡 j

𝑖
− 𝑡𝑐 , 𝑛𝑖

denote the number of visits. Then, the walking probability of 𝑣𝑖 , i.e.,
𝑃𝑖 , is calculated by 𝑓𝑖/(

√︁
𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑇𝑆𝑖 ) +

√
𝑛𝑖 ). Note that the minimum

time span, denoted as𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑇𝑆𝑖 ), could be much larger than 𝑓𝑖 , e.g.,
the average value of 𝑓𝑖 in our dataset is about 4, while𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑇𝑆𝑖 )
reach dozens or hundreds. In addition, 𝑛𝑖 may also reach dozens
as the random walk proceeds. Therefore, we use the square root
of𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑇𝑆𝑖 ) and 𝑛𝑖 to enable the effect of 𝑓𝑖 upon vertex selection.
After the probabilities of all candidates are available, the destination
vertex is selected following the probability distribution.

5.2.2 Edge Selection. A TAG is a directed multi-graph. Thus, once
the destination vertex is selected, the next step is to select an edge.

Given that the attribute of an edge is the logical time of vertices,
the edge selection is based on the following rule.

Rule 4: Smaller time span denotes higher priority (behavior-
oriented). Fine-grained intra-process behaviors are generally ex-
posed within a short time. Thus, the edge with smaller time span
indicates close chronological relationships betweenAPIs and should
be selected with high probability.

For the 𝑗th edge between 𝑣𝑠 and 𝑣𝑑 , the probability of being
selected is calculated by 1/(𝑇𝑆 𝑗

𝑑
) where 𝑇𝑆 𝑗

𝑑
denote its time span.

5.2.3 End Condition. The walker will terminate walking in the
current TAG and jump to another TAG for the following cases.

Case 1: No candidate vertex is available. If the logical time of the
neighbors have expired (i.e., greater than 𝑡𝑐 ), or R2P (Return to
TPG) is required ( §5.2.4), then there will be no available candidate
vertex. Therefore, the TAG walking will be terminated.

Case 2: The length of currently walked path reaches a pre-defined
threshold. We use 𝐿 to denote the threshold, which is related to
the number of edges in a TAG and is set to 100 by default in our
experiment. The limitation on length enables to generate many
short and diverse paths, thereby covering more potential behaviors.
Meanwhile, a large number of repeated API calls can be excluded.

5.2.4 Return to TPG Mechanism. Return to TPG (R2P) allows the
walker to jump to another TAG to continue walking, which helps
capture the potential inter-process behavior. It is employed when
all the neighbor vertices cannot be viewed as candidates. The prob-
ability of a vertex not selected as a candidate follows two rules.

Rule 5: Larger time span denotes higher probability (behavior-
oriented). A much larger value implies that the two associated API
calls are interrupted by multiple API calls from another process,
mainly because of two cases. First, there exists interaction between
the two processes. For this case, the two API calls and the calls
from another process together represent the whole execution be-
havior. Thus, the walker should jump to another process to capture
the complete behaviors. Second, the two APIs are actually called
continuously but disrupted by CPU scheduling. As a result, the
API calls between them are irrelevant, so that the associated pro-
cess is less likely to be touched. To distinguish them, we observe
that the CPU scheduling is more arbitrary while the interaction is
relatively deterministic. Thus, if there exists only one edge with
large time span, it belongs to CPU scheduling. Otherwise, it belongs
to process interaction. The probability for this rule is computed
by 𝑃𝑖1 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑇𝑆𝑖 ) ∗ 𝛼/(𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑇𝑆𝑖 ) + 𝐿). Here, 𝐿 is used to avoid
excessively use of R2P. 𝛼 is a hyper parameter, it is set to 1 for the
first case to inspire R2P, and 0.3 for the second case to avoid R2P.

Rule 6: A much larger number of visits suggests higher probability
(coverage-oriented). A much larger value means the associated API
is called repeatedly during program execution. We observe the
malware may call sensitive APIs, which are failed frequently but
will be called repeatedly, such as RegEnumValueW, StartServiceW,
and FindWindowW. Observed that a lot of repeated paths will
not improve performance, the walker is likely to explore paths
in another TAG when experiencing lots of visits. Let 𝑛𝑖 denote
the number of visits, we employ min-max scaling to compute the
probability of R2P for Rule 6, i.e., 𝑃𝑖2 = (𝑛𝑖 −𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑛)/(𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑛).
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With these two rules in mind, the probability that a candidate
vertex is not visited is computed by 𝑃𝑖1 + 𝑃𝑖2 − 𝑃𝑖1 · 𝑃𝑖2. Then, we
randomly filter neighbor vertices following probability distribution.
Once all the neighbors are excluded, the walker terminates walking
in current TAG and turns to TPG walking.

5.3 RandomWalk inside TPG
TPG walking is launched when R2P is required or walking inside a
TAG is completed. It aims to find another TAG to continue walking.
Similar to TAG walking, it first determines a TPG vertex, and then
chooses an edge to pinpoint the start vertex in the selected TAG.

5.3.1 Vertex Selection. For a TPG vertex 𝑝𝑣𝑠 , the neighbor vertex
whose maximum logical time smaller than 𝑡𝑐 will be excluded first.
Then, for a candidate 𝑝𝑣𝑖 , it is selected following the rules below.

Rule 7: Child TAG is preferred (behavior-oriented). A process
generally hasmore interactionswith its child process than its sibling
process, which results in more inter-process behaviors. As a result,
the child TAG is more likely to be explored by the walker.

Rule 8: More edges suggest higher priority (affinity-oriented).
Inter-process behaviors encompass operations across processes and
are represented by edges between TAGs in our graph. Thus, the
TAG with more edges is favored for uncovering these behaviors.

Rule 9: Smaller time span denotes higher priority (behavior-
oriented). Similar to rule 4, a smaller time span implies that the
API call of a candidate TAG is more chronologically closer to the
currently visited API. Thus, the operations of two TAGs may be
highly correlated and involved in inter-process behavior.

Let 𝑓𝑖 denote the number of edges between 𝑝𝑣𝑠 and 𝑝𝑣𝑖 ,𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑇𝑆𝑖 )
denote the minimum time span of edges, the probability that 𝑝𝑣𝑖 is
selected is 𝑓𝑖 · 𝛽/𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑇𝑆𝑖 ). Here, 𝛽 is a parameter to determine the
priority of a vertex, i.e., 1 for child vertex and 0.3 for others.

5.3.2 TAG Start Vertex Selection. Once the destination TAG 𝑝𝑣𝑑
is determined, the next step is to choose a vertex in 𝑝𝑣𝑑 where the
walker starts from. Generally, a vertex 𝑣𝑖 in 𝑝𝑣𝑑 that is neighbor
to 𝑣𝑠 in 𝑝𝑣𝑠 is a candidate. However, there may not exist an edge
between 𝑣𝑠 and 𝑣𝑖 , because the existence of edges between two
TAGs does not necessarily guarantee that there exist edges between
two vertices distributed over TAGs. For this case, we add a virtual
edge from 𝑣𝑠 in 𝑝𝑣𝑠 to 𝑣𝑖 in 𝑝𝑣𝑑 , and assign it with attribute {𝑡𝑠 , 𝑡𝑖 },
where 𝑡𝑠 denotes the current logical time of 𝑣𝑠 and 𝑡𝑖 refers to as
the minimum logical time of 𝑣𝑖 . Then, the probability that 𝑣𝑖 serves
as the start vertex of the TAG is computed by 𝑓𝑖/𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑇𝑆𝑖 ).

5.3.3 End Condition. If the logical time of any TPG node is smaller
than 𝑡𝑐 , the walker should terminate. Otherwise, the walker will
find another available TPG node to continue walking.

6 LEARNING TASKS
On a corpus of paths generated in §5, we then perform two inde-
pendent learning tasks, API Embedding and Malware Detection.

API Embedding. API Embedding utilizes a DL model to learn
representations of paths and APIs from a large corpus of paths, so
that the paths and APIs are expressed by vectorized embedding.
We apply Doc2Vec [44] to learn the embedding of each path and
API, which is represented by a 64-dimensional vector.

Specifically, let 𝑃 denote the set of paths. For the 𝑖-th path 𝑝𝑖 and
one API 𝑝 j

𝑖
in 𝑝𝑖 , we first fetch the context APIs within a window

of size 𝐶 , denoted by 𝛿 = {𝑝 j-Ci , · · · , 𝑝
j-1
i , 𝑝

j+1
i , · · · , 𝑝

j+C
i }. Then, 𝑝 ji

is represented by the embedding of 𝑝𝑖 and APIs in 𝛿 , i.e., 𝐸 (𝑝 𝑗
𝑖
) =

𝑊 · 1
2𝐶+1

(
𝐸 (𝑝𝑖 ) +

∑
𝑘∈𝛿 𝐸 (𝑝𝑘𝑖 )

)
, where 𝐸 (∗) denotes the embedding

of API or path, and𝑊 indicates the weight matrix upon learning.
The object is to find embedding 𝐸 for minimizing the objective
function, which is the average negative log-likelihood of each API in
all paths, denoted by− 1

𝑁𝑝

∑𝑁𝑝

𝑖=0
1

𝑁𝑝𝑖

∑𝑁𝑝𝑖

𝑗=0 𝑙𝑜𝑔P(𝑝 𝑗
𝑖
|𝛿, 𝑝𝑖 ), where𝑁𝑝

denotes the size of 𝑃 , 𝑁𝑝𝑖 denotes the length of 𝑝𝑖 , and P indicates
the probability of context APIs in a path given the current API 𝑝 𝑗

𝑖
.

Malware Detection. API2Vec first encodes the API call se-
quence with the pre-trained path embeddings. Since a sequence
yields multiple paths, it is represented by the average value of 64-
dimensional embeddings of all paths extracted from the sequence,
following other graph embedding methods [8, 20, 60]. In this way,
it is not sensitive to the order of vectors of paths. Then, on these
encoded sequences, we setup three MLmodels, i.e., 𝑘-NN, SVM, and
RF, to train a binary classifier for malware detection. During the in-
ference process, the sequence will be encoded into a 64-dimensional
embedding and then classified as malware or goodware.

7 EVALUATION
We implement API2Vec on Ubuntu (20.04.2) with Python 3.7.We use
the Cuckoo sandbox to trace programs to acquire API call sequences,
and employ NetworkX(2.6.3) library to manage the graph. After
a corpus of paths are available, we perform two learning tasks
with Google Colab [30]. For API embedding, we use the Gensim
package(4.1.2) to deploy Doc2Vec on these paths. The Doc2Vec
model is set up with epochs to 10, window size to 5, and embedding
size to 64. For malware detection, we setup 𝑘-NN, SVM, and RF to
train binary classifiers. We evaluate API2Vec with an emphasis on
answering the following research questions:

RQ1.What is the ability of API2Vec in malware detection (§7.2)?
Here, the ability mainly refers to the precision, recall and F1-score.

RQ2. Is API2Vec robust to the concept drift problem [76] for
correctly identifying newly appeared malware (§7.3)?

RQ3. Is API2Vec robust to adversarial malware attacks (§7.4)?
RQ4. Is the proposed components effective in enhancing the

performance of API2Vec (§7.5)?
RQ5. Is the runtime overhead of API2Vec low enough to make

it efficient and suitable for practical scenarios (§7.6)?

7.1 Experimental Setup
7.1.1 Dataset. We notice that some malware dataset are publicly
available, e.g., [11, 15, 37, 49, 75]. However, they suffer several
problems and thus are not appropriate for dynamic analysis based
malware detection, e.g., static features only [11, 37], goodware are
missing [15], malware cannot be executed [49], or size is small [75].
In addition, we tend to evaluate API2Vec in terms of concept drift,
which requires diverse malware over a long period. To this end, we
prepare a dataset ourselves, which consists of 14,657 malware from
VirusSign [3] and 14,113 goodware from NSRL [2]. Then, we use
Cuckoo to trace the API call sequence of each sample for 2 minutes.
We exclude short sequences (length ≤ 10) in which the malicious
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behavior are unlikely to lie, following the commonly used method
inmany studies [63]. Finally, the dataset consists of 28,684 programs
(each is with its API call sequence), of which 14,653 are malware
(spanning 13 malware types) and 14,031 are goodware. The average
length of sequence is 412 for malware and 463 for goodware. Unless
specified, we use randomly selected 70% of programs as the training
set and the remaining 30% as the testing set.

7.1.2 ComparedMethods. API2Vec proposes an embeddingmethod
for malware detection. Thus, we compare it with two types of works.

First, embeddingmethods. 1)Word2Vec [50], a classical model
in NLP. Here, it learns the API embedding from a set of sequences.
2) DeepWalk [60], a graph-based embedding that learns latent rep-
resentations of vertices. Here, we employ the random algorithm of
DeepWalk on our graphs. 3) Node2Vec [31], a graph-based embed-
ding that uses novel random walk algorithms with Breadth-First
Search (BFS) and Depth-First-Search (DFS). We deploy Node2Vec on
our graph and name them Node2VecB and Node2VecD respectively.
Once the embeddings of APIs are available, we setup ML models
for malware detection, as performed in API2Vec.

Second, malware detection methods. 1) API frequency his-
togram (Frequency for short) [53], encodes the sequence by vectoriz-
ing the API frequency and then uses similarity-basedML algorithms
for malware detection. Here, we use 𝑘-NN upon reproduction. 2)
API sequence Markov chain(Markov) [9], constructs cluster tran-
sition matrix for goodware and malware and uses the maximum
likelihood accumulated transition value to compute the malicious-
ness of a sample. 3) BiLSTM-based method (BiLSTM) [77], encodes
each API call with run-time parameters and then uses Gated-CNN
and BiLSTM to detect malware. 4) A variant of BiLSTM (vBiLSTM),
first groups API calls by process and then performs BiLSTM on
each subgroup. 5) Bert and fastText model (API-Bert) [74], excludes
redundant API calls from the sequence, and then employs Bert
and fastText respectively for malware detection. 6) API sequence
intrinsic features (API-SIF) [46], models API call sequences with
semantic chains and uses BiLSTM for detection. 7) DMalNet [45],
concatenates features of API calls and arguments, builds a call graph
following the order of API calls, and employs graph neural network
for detection. 8) CruParamer [17], encodes API calls and runtime
parameters together and then applies DNNs for malware detection.

Metrics.We compare the performance of these methods in terms
of i) 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 that denotes the fraction of true malware (i.e., true
positives or TP in short) among the predicted malware, ii) 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
that refers to as the fraction of true malware that were retrieved,
and iii) f1-score that is the harmonic mean of 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 and 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 ,
where f1-score = 2 · 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 · 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙/(𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙).

7.2 Malware Detection Ability (RQ1)
We first evaluate these methods on the whole dataset to provide
an overall comparison. Then, we evaluate them on multi-process
programs where more interactions exist among processes.

7.2.1 Performance on the Whole Dataset. Table 1 compares the
results of different models. For embedding methods, the results of
SVM and RF are comparable with𝐾-NN (aswill be detailed in §7.5.2),
therefore, we mainly report the results of𝐾-NN. As can be seen, our
proposed API2Vec achieves the best performance. E.g., it reaches

Table 1: Performance comparison on malware detection.

Model TP FN TN FP precision recall f1-Score

Word2Vec 4,202 194 4,040 169 96.13% 95.59% 95.86%
DeepWalk 4,181 215 4,017 192 95.61% 95.11% 95.36%
Node2VecB 4,179 217 4,024 185 95.76% 95.06% 95.41%
Node2VecD 4,178 218 4,030 179 95.89% 95.04% 95.46%

Frequency 4,188 208 4,028 181 95.86% 95.27% 95.56%
Markov 2,429 1,967 2,960 1,249 66.04% 55.25% 60.17%
BiLSTM 4,233 163 4,146 63 98.53% 96.29% 97.40%
vBiLSTM 4,181 215 3,976 233 94.72% 95.11% 94.91%
API-Bert 4,044 352 3,756 453 89.93% 91.99% 90.95%
API-SIF 4,187 209 3,992 217 95.07% 95.25% 95.16%
DMalNet 4,178 218 3,972 237 94.63% 95.04% 94.84%
CruParamer 4,053 343 4,010 199 95.32% 92.20% 93.73%

API2Vec 4,389 7 4,175 34 99.23% 99.84% 99.54%

up to 99.23% of 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 and 99.84% of 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 , 3.10% and 4.25%
higher thanWord2Vec, 0.7% and 3.55% higher than BiLSTM, proving
the effectiveness of the proposed methods.Note that Word2Vec
outperforms DeepWalk and Node2Vec, both of which are graph-
basedmodels. The reason is as follows. DeepWalk and Node2Vec are
designed for spatial graphs and pay more attention to the structural
information of the graph. However, in our graph model, logical
time is one important attribute to guide the walking direction. In
addition, both TAG and TPG are directed multi-graph so that a node
can be visited multiple times. Therefore, DeepWalk and Node2Vec
fail to learn from our temporal graphs.

BiLSTM, as a DL-based method, performs better than the other
compared methods. However, it is still worse than our proposed
API2Vec, e.g., 97.4% compared to 99.54% in term of f1-score. Note
that API2Vec trains the malware detector with 𝑘-NN, which is much
simpler than BiLSTM. This suggests that our embedding method
contributes a lot to the performance improvement. vBiLSTM ex-
tends BiLSTM by grouping API calls of the same process first, with
the aim of better capturing the intra-process behavior. Despite
this intention, it performs worse than BiLSTM that learns directly
from raw sequences. This is due to the fact that grouping the API
calls results in a loss of inter-process behavior information, which
hurts the detection performance. Note that CruParamer performs
worse than BiLSTM, which is opposite to the results reported in
their paper [17]. We suspect that this is due to the limited coverage
(only 35.24%) of parameters in our dataset by the rules used in
CruParamer, which hurts API embedding based on parameter sen-
sitivity and consequently the detection performance. The Markov
method performs poorly on our dataset, i.e., only 60.17% of f1-score,
similar to the result in another study [70]. We suspect that the
reason is as follows. Markov clusters 1,165 APIs for constructing
the transition matrix. Yet in our dataset, the number of unique
APIs is small, i.e., 49, which compromises clustering and transition
construction, thereby hurting the detection performance.

7.2.2 Performance on Multi-process Programs. API2Vec aims to
solve the API interleaving problem occurred in multi-process pro-
grams. Therefore, we evaluate API2Vec in a testing dataset com-
posed of 4,091 multi-process samples (2,782 malware and 1,309
goodware). As can be seen in Table 2, as the number of processes
(#Proc) increases, the compared models exhibit an overall decreas-
ing performance. E.g., Word2Vec reaches 98.44% of f1-score when
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Table 2: F1-score on multi-process programs.

#Proc 2 3 4 5 ≥6
Word2Vec 97.04% 98.44% 94.97% 98.39% 96.92%
DeepWalk 96.57% 98.44% 95.13% 97.56% 96.97%
Node2VecB 96.78% 98.57% 94.82% 96.72% 96.97%
Node2VecD 96.78% 98.27% 94.67% 97.56% 96.18%

Frequency 96.83% 98.48% 95.19% 98.39% 96.06%
Markov 68.08% 79.61% 70.73% 80.37% 88.52%
BiLSTM 97.91% 99.39% 95.89% 99.20% 99.22%
vBiLSTM 96.75% 98.53% 89.02% 97.56% 96.92%
API-Bert 91.82% 97.34% 90.52% 99.20% 96.24%
API-SIF 96.68% 98.66% 90.80% 100.00% 97.60%
DMalNet 96.05% 98.15% 91.83% 99.20% 96.88%
CruParamer 95.01% 98.36% 91.59% 96.72% 98.46%

API2Vec 99.57% 99.87% 99.85% 100.00% 99.22%

#Proc is 3, yet decreases to 96.92% when #Proc ≥ 6. The reason is
as follows. The raw sequence consists of interleaved API calls from
different processes, and becomes more chaotic as the number of
processes increases. Such a sequence leads to obfuscated program
behavior, thereby furthers compromising the learning ability of
Word2Vec which learns the representation of APIs from the raw
sequence.

As expected, our API2Vec gains much better performance than
the other models. For example, it reaches up to 99.22% of f1-score
when analyzing malware with more than 5 processes, only experi-
encing a slight drop. We contribute the improvement to the graph
model, which could more accurately characterize the inter-process
behavior. More specifically, for a malware with more processes, the
TPG model characterizes the parent-child and child-child relation-
ship between processes (or TAGs) with edges. Upon TPGwalking, it
prefers to walk a child process, since the two processes together are
more inclined to complete a certain task. Consequently, the inter-
process behavior is more easily to be revealed. Although DeepWalk
and Node2Vec are built on our graph model, they cannot accurately
reveal the behavior across processes. API-Bert and API-SIF utilize
multiple DL models for malware detection, e.g., Word2Vec, CNN,
and BiLSTM for API-SIF. However, it remains challenging for these
models to differentiate between inter-process and intra-process
behavior from raw sequences, leading to sub-optimal performance.

7.3 Robustness to Concept Drift (RQ2)
Concept drift appears when new sample appear over time, caus-
ing the trained model to mispredict the new one [36, 58, 71]. We
evaluate the robustness of models on two types of data.

7.3.1 New Malware that Appear in a New Year. We train a binary-
classifier on samples (7,479 malware and 4,835 goodware) spanning
from 2009 to 2018 in our dataset, and then measure its performance
on testing samples in 2019 (247 malware and 183 goodware) and
2020 (575 malware and 265 goodware), respectively.

As shown in Table 3, the compared models experience perfor-
mance drop with the time. E.g., the f1-score of BiLSTM decreases
from 89.08% of 2019 to 83.35% of 2020, i.e., a 5.63% drop. This is
mainly because i) malware variants are deployed with new tech-
niques and ii) new malware families appear over time. Despite that,
API2Vec still achieves high performance in detecting these new
malware, i.e., 98.59% and 99.13%, respectively, demonstrating that it

Table 3: F1-score on samples from varying years.

Model 2019 2020 Model 2019 2020

Word2Vec 86.46% 80.04% vBiLSTM 89.08% 83.35%
DeepWalk 81.82% 78.66% API-Bert 84.25% 83.95%
Node2VecD 82.64% 77.62% API-SIF 87.65% 85.94%
Node2VecB 82.50% 77.58% DMalNet 89.64% 86.78%
Frequency 80.51% 88.95% CruParamer 86.02% 91.43%
Markov 77.12% 51.82 API2Vec 98.59% 99.13%
BiLSTM 86.02% 91.43%

Table 4: F1-score on samples from varying types.

Type virus backdoor worm grayware downloader

Word2Vec 88.45% 95.87% 93.39% 91.28% 97.03%
DeppWalk 77.72% 95.17% 93.39% 87.50% 96.50%
Node2VecB 77.90% 95.51% 93.54% 90.65% 96.40%
Node2VecD 77.95% 94.99% 93.63% 87.16% 96.54%

Frequency 91.79% 93.07% 81.83% 85.65% 96.11%
Markov 74.66% 71.83% 75.31% 67.65% 69.25%
BiLSTM 86.23% 75.55% 96.46% 92.81% 96.95%
vBiLSTM 90.98% 96.31% 93.24% 90.13% 95.46%
API-Bert 84.71% 93.29% 91.87% 81.49% 92.73%
API-SIF 88.24% 96.91% 88.89% 87.83% 95.59%
DMalNet 82.46% 96.12% 87.33% 85.09% 95.03%
CruParamer 90.98% 96.31% 93.24% 90.13% 95.46%

API2Vec 99.24% 99.49% 99.25% 99.15% 99.41%

is robust to concept drift. This is mainly owing to the graph model.
More concretely, although new variants of malware show different
syntax from the previous one, they are behaviorally identical. Since
our graph model exhibits well invariance regardless of the order of
API calls, it could reveal these behavior accurately. Consequently,
the generated paths representing the behaviors of a new variant
are highly similar to those of the previous malware.

7.3.2 Malware of New Type. This type involves malware from a
new type that was not appeared in the training dataset. We use one
type of malware as the testing set, and other types for training. The
numbers of testing malware are as follows, virus (984), backdoor
(1,675), worm (2,464), grayware (3,904), downloader (4,193).

As reported in Table 4, a model performs differently for various
types of malware. E.g., DeepWalk achieves 93.39% of f1-score for
worm, while only 77.72% for virus. In contrast, API2Vec performs
well on all these types, i.e., larger than 99%. The reason is as follows.
Although different types of malware exhibit various behaviors, they
share many common fine-grained operations, e.g., downloading
files, remote control, etc. Compared to existing methods, API2Vec
can capture these fine-grained behaviors more accurately with the
graph model and heuristic random walk. Thus, it provides better
generalization ability when detecting malware of new types than
other methods, and thus exhibits well robustness to concept drift.

7.4 Robustness to Adversarial Attacks (RQ3)
Recently, several adversarial attacks are proposed against malware
detection models [33, 59]. We employ the attack method from [33]
to perturb malware samples in the testing dataset. The method
generates API sequences pieces and inserts them into an origi-
nal malware sequence,𝑚, to produce an adversarial sequence,𝑚∗,
which aims to minimize the predicted malicious probability on𝑚∗
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Table 5: Performance on detecting adversarial samples.

Model rate Model rate Model rate

Word2Vec 62.49% Frequency 70.79% API-Bert 49.00%
DeepWalk 67.13% Markov 70.06% API-SIF 67.63%
Node2VecB 66.47% BiLSTM 55.16% DMalNet 71.77%
Node2VecD 66.54% vBiLSTM 59.90% CruParamer 75.86%

API2Vec 97.38%

Table 6: Performance of various learning models.

Word2Vec Doc2Vec
Model precision recall f1-score precision recall f1-score

SVM 87.33% 89.08% 88.20% 99.16% 99.25% 99.20%
RF 96.75% 92.08% 94.36% 99.47% 99.04% 99.26%
𝑘-NN 94.70% 94.29% 94.49% 99.23% 99.84% 99.54%

for recurrent neural network (RNN) models. Finally, we obtain 4,396
adversarial samples and predict them with the trained detectors.

Let detection rate be the ratio of the number of successfully de-
tected adversarial examples to the total number (i.e., 4,396), higher
detection rate denotes better robustness. As shown in Table 5,
API2Vec shows better robustness to adversarial attacks, with a de-
tection rate of 97.38%. In other words, of 4,396 adversarial malware
samples, API2Vec successfully identifies 4,281, which is 1,330, 1,856,
and 1,126 more than DeepWalk, BiLSTM, and DMalNet, respec-
tively. We contribute the improvement to the fine-grained behav-
iors extracted from the graph model, which are relatively invariant.
Specifically, the adversarial attack perturbs the raw sequences by
carefully inserting API calls to alter its syntax and semantics. How-
ever, the proposed random walk algorithm in API2Vec employs
many heuristic rules, which are related to the number of nodes,
number of edges, and logical time. Therefore, the generated paths,
which represent fine-grained behavior, are not easily comprised
unless a large amount of API calls are inserted, which yet violates
the principle of minimal perturbations. DMalNet also utilizes graph
to model the API call relationship. However, it mainly focuses on
the sequential execution of APIs and discards the inter-process
relationship, leading to inferior performance compared to API2Vec.

7.5 Ablation Study (RQ4)
7.5.1 The Gain of Proposed Components. The key components
of API2Vec are the graph model and the random walk algorithm
following three categories of heuristic rules. Thus, we setup the
following models to measure the gain of proposed methods. 1)
Sequence, the baseline method that performs Doc2Vec on raw se-
quences directly. 2) Graph, it uses our graphs yet is configured with
naïve random walk. 3) Graph+Affinity (𝐺∗), it walks with 2 affinity
rules, which are basic rules to guide the direction. 4) 𝐺∗+Coverage,
it extends 𝐺∗ with 2 coverage-oriented rules. 5) 𝐺∗+Behavior, it
extends 𝐺∗ with 5 behavior-oriented rules. 6) API2Vec, it uses all
rules.

As reported in Figure 5, each component brings a performance
boost, i.e., the graph model imposes 0.67% improvement, and the
heuristic rules improve 4.08% further, in f1-score. Specifically, com-
pared to Sequence (94.79%), Graph achieves 95.46%, implying that
the proposed graph model brings 0.67% improvement. With two
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Figure 5: Performance of proposed components.

basic rules, Graph+Affinity improves Graph by 2.87%, proving
the effectiveness of heuristic rules upon walk. Furthermore, when
coverage- or behavior-oriented rules are added, f1-score is further
improved by 0.29% and 0.99%, respectively. Note that behavior-
oriented rules contribute more, because they aim to reveal the
intra- and inter-process behavior more accurately while coverage-
oriented rules seek to generate more diverse paths. Finally, with all
rules, API2Vec reaches up to 99.54% of f1-score, achieving a total of
4.75% improvement compared to the baseline model.

7.5.2 Various Learning Models. API2Vec uses Doc2Vec to pre-train
the path embeddings, and employs SVM, RF and 𝑘-NN to train
the malware detector. Hence, we compare Doc2Vec against the
commonly used Word2Vec model upon embedding, and evaluate
the detector when cooperated with various ML models. As shown
in Table 6, Doc2Vec performs much better than Word2Vec, e.g.,
99.54% compared to 94.49% in f1-score. This is because Doc2Vec
encodes not only APIs but also paths which is helpful to represent
the concept of paths, while in contrast, Word2Vec only encodes
APIs. In addition, the three ML models with Doc2Vec perform well
and closely, e.g., 99.20%, 99.26%, and 99.54% in f1-score, respectively,
demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed path embedding.

7.6 Runtime Overhead (RQ5)
The time overhead of API2Vec comes from four parts, i.e., graph
building, path generation, API embedding, and detection. We per-
form the experiments on a Ubuntu(20.04.2 LTS) server with 22-core
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 2.60GHz and 300 GBs of RAM. The av-
erage processing time per sequence is 77.56ms, 107.76ms, 62.35ms,
and 0.2ms respectively for the four parts, taking a total time of
247.87ms for one sequence. In comparison, it takes 71ms, 71ms,
35.7ms, 101.6ms, 19ms, 187.4ms, 223.4ms, and 198.35ms to process
one sequence for Frequency, Markov, BiLSTM, vBiLSTM, API-Bert,
API-SIF, DMalNet, and CruParamer, respectively. AlthoughAPI2Vec
takes relatively more time, the 247.87ms detection time is relatively
modest considering that it typically takes 2 minutes to obtain the
API call sequence through sandbox. Thus, we believe that API2Vec
is feasible for malware detection in practical scenarios.

7.7 Case Studies
We provide two examples of real-world malware that are detected
by API2Vec but not by other models to illustrate its effectiveness.
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7.7.1 Sample 1 [4]. The main process𝑀 sets hooks and drops sev-
eral executables, from which two processes, 𝐴 and 𝐵, are launched.
𝐴 probes and gathers environmental information, while 𝐵 down-
loads payload from a remote site. Although the two processes exe-
cute independently, their API calls are highly interleaved. E.g., a
call VirtualAllocEx of 𝐵 is logically preceded by CreateMutexW
and followed by CreateRemoteThread of 𝐵, but is now interfered by
multiple RegQueryValueExW of 𝐴. Thus, existing methods fail to
accurately identify intra-process behavior of 𝐵. API2Vec overcomes
this limitation by grouping together APIs of the same process, and
linking𝑀 and𝐴,𝑀 and 𝐵, respectively. This enables successful rev-
elation of the behaviors between processes from generated paths.
E.g., it can capture a path from the setting of hooks by𝑀 to infor-
mation collection of and data storing performed by 𝐴.

7.7.2 Sample 2 [5]. The main process𝑀 creates two processes 𝐴
and 𝐵, where 𝐴 further creates a child process 𝐴1. 𝐴 probes the en-
vironments and then clears 𝐴1 after it has enumerated the modules
in memory. 𝐵 simply drop several executables and involves only
a few API calls. Existing methods fail to detect the sample mainly
due to the long sequence issued by 𝐴1, which consists of multiple
repetitive sequences, e.g., several calls of ReadProcessMemory (ac-
counting for 64.5% of the sequence) followed by WriteFile. API2Vec
overcomes this challenge by designing coverage-oriented rules.
This approach allows for more paths to be generated, thereby ex-
posing diverse behaviors, without being limited by the constraints
imposed by a single node (e.g., ReadProcessMemory in this sample).

8 RELATEDWORK
Many studies perform malware analysis on sequences of API calls.
Ki et al. [38] view the raw sequence of API calls as DNA of malware,
and then employ DNA sequence comparison to extract the API
call pattern. These patterns help detect currently known malware
and discover previously unknown malware. Daht et al. [19] divide
the system API call sequence into triples with n-grams, and then
use logistic regression and shallow neural network for malware
classification. Hansen et al. [32] convert the malware sequence into
a feature vector, mainly including APIs, the API frequency. Then,
they leverage information entropy on the feature vector to classify
malware. Kim et at. [39] use n-gram and TF-IDF to generate features
of system calls, and employ SVM for malware detection.

Many recent studies employ DL in malware detection. Rosenberg
et al. [63] divide the raw API sequence into several sub-sequences
and detect each of them with RNN respectively. Chen et al. [17]
represent the API calls by the API along with varying degrees of
sensitivity. And, on the encoded sequences of API calls, malware
classifiers are trained with TextCNN and Bi-LSTM. Yesir et al. [74]
present API-Bert, which employs Fasttext and BERT to learn the
embeddings of APIs. The experimental results show that DL model
performs well in malware detection.

Instead of directly operating raw sequences, some studies repre-
sent API calls with graphs and then performing analysis with graph
algorithms. E.g., Zhang et al. [76] build API relationship Graph by
parsing the Android API documents and design knowledge graph
embedding algorithm to learn the representation of APIs, which are
applied to malware detection models. Elhadi, et al. [24] extracts the
data dependency relationship from the raw sequence and build API

graph. Then, they employ longest common subsequence to perform
graph matching, which is further used for malware detection. Ding,
et al. [21] use the data dependency to build a behavior graph and
then detect malware with graph matching.

Ourmethod is inspired by these studies. However, it is different in
many aspects. First, our graph model consists of two graphs to char-
acterize intra and inter-process behavior respectively. Meanwhile,
we assign edges with temporal attributes, which are important to
describe the process behavior. In contrast, existing methods build
graphs with the spatial relationship on APIs. Second, we design
several heuristic rules upon walking, so that the paths can reveal
diverse fine-grained behaviors. Although DeepWalk and Node2Vec
design randomwalk algorithms, they are more focused on the struc-
tural information of graphs and are not suitable for our temporal
graph. Third, we encode these paths instead of APIs, which is differ-
ent from many DL-based methods that directly employ Word2Vec
or Bert to generate embeddings of APIs.

9 LIMITATION AND DISCUSSION
We conducted API2Vec three independent times and obtained a
total of 16 false negatives (FN). We manually investigated them and
summarized following reasons. 1) Repeated benign paths (9 FN).
The presence of multiple edges between neighboring APIs results in
a number of repeated paths during random walk. Meanwhile, these
paths represent benign operations. Thus, benign semantics con-
tribute more in generating embeddings, thereby evading detection.
2) Many processes with simple, repeated actions (2 FN). Similar to
the first reason, this results in a stronger emphasis on benign se-
mantics in the embeddings, making it harder to detect. We suspect
that these 11 samples employ evasion techniques by incorporating
meaningless API calls. 3) Short and simple sequences (5 FN). These
samples have short sequences, i.e., less than 50, far less than the
average length of 412. Of them, 2 samples terminated early before
exhibiting further malicious behavior and 3 used neutral APIs but
passed with sensitive parameters. We will explore techniques (e.g.,
excluding redundant paths, using run-time parameters) to address
these problems in the future.

10 CONCLUSION
This paper presents API2Vec, a graph based API embedding method
for malware detection. The main advantages of API2Vec over ex-
isting embedding methods lie in two aspects. That is, the graph
model is invariant and is able to capture the intra- and inter-process
behaviors more concisely and accurately. Meanwhile, the heuristic
random walk algorithm follows the temporal order of nodes with
several behavior and coverage-oriented rules. Therefore, it is able
to mine many diverse and fine-grained behaviors. The results show
that API2Vec outperforms state-of-the-arts in malware detection,
and is robust to adversarial attacks and concept drifts.
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